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QUESTION 1

Consider a development organization divided into two teams, one developing ADF Business Components and related
methods, and one developing the view and controller layers. What two steps would the Business Components team
perform to deliver the results of their work to the other team\\'? (Choose two.) 

A. Share the root ApplicationModulelmpI file on the file system or other shared location. 

B. Create an ADF Library JAR file for the model project 

C. Create a path to the ADF Library JAR file in Tools > Manage Libraries 

D. Add the ADF Library JAR to the ViewController project 

E. Share the ADF Library JAR file on the file system or other shared location 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two occur when a bounded task flow is created as a region on a page? (Choose two.) 

A. The transaction property of the task flow is set to "Use Existing Transaction if Possible." 

B. Any views defined as pages on the bounded task flow are changed to page fragments. 

C. An af:reqion tag is added to the page. 

D. The refresh property of the task flow binding is set to ifNeeded. 

E. a task flow binding is added to the page definition for the page. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 3

How are ADF components shared among applications? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. by using a source control system to share components 

B. by selecting the Shared Library check box when adding libraries and JARs to a project 

C. by creating shared application modules and ensuring all developers use them 

D. by defining a custom JAR file and sharing it in a source control system 

E. by creating an ADF Library of components and deploying it to a shared location 

Correct Answer: E 
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QUESTION 4

Which statement is true about the use of data controls in JSF? (Choose the best answer) 

A. Only Oracle ADF Business Components can be exposed as data controls. 

B. Dragging a data control onto a JSF page generates a Java class that acts as a managed bean 

C. An XXXpagedef xml file holds detailed information about a JSF page\\'s use of data and operations exposed through
ADF Data Controls 

D. Data controls eliminate the need to use expression language in your JSF code for binding the Ul to data 

E. A Databindings cpx file holds names of managed beans that you map to Ul elements 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

View the Exhibit 

Which three options are true about the scenario in the Exhibit? (Choose three) 

A. Two separate view object instances allow you, at run time, to maintain two separate current row indicators on each
instance respectively, to display separate records at the same time. 

B. Two separate view object instances defined through the same application module create separate entity object
caches, allowing users to modify records in their own independent transactions. 

C. Two separate view object instances exposed through the application module allow you to apply separate view criteria
and bind variable values to show separate result sets. 

D. Under the relating AppModuleDataControl in the JDeveloper Data Controls window, each view object instance
appears as a separate selectable data collection 

E. ADF Faces restricts developers from using the same view object instance across pages, so developers at design
time must create multiple separate view object instances. 

Correct Answer: ACD 
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QUESTION 6

Which two statements describe the role of Oracle Application Development Framework (ADF) in Oracle\\'s next-
generation Fusion business applications? (Choose two.) 

A. Oracle ADF is primanly a PL/SQL framework used for developing enterprise business applications such as Oracle\\'s
next-generation Fusion business applications 

B. Oracle ADF is used by Oracle to develop Oracle\\'s next-generation Fusion business applications. 

C. Oracle ADF provides a common development framework that is built on Java standards and can be deployed to
Oracle Fusion Middleware. 

D. Oracle ADF is used only for developing Oracle\\'s next-generation Fusion business applications. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 7

You have three application modules: A, B, and C. Application modules B and C are nested under the root application
module A. Which statement is true when committing the nested application module B? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. No view objects are committed 

B. Only changes to view objects exposed through application module B are committed 

C. On|y changes to view objects exposed through application modules A and B are committed 

D. All changes to all view objects exposed through all application modules A, B, and C are committed. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which statement is false? (Choose the best answer) 

A. A panelDashboard has the same rowHeight (or all the rows 

B. AFStretchWidth in the style class of a panelGroupLayout causes it to fi II the page horizontally 

C. panelGroupLayout cannot have a vertical scroll bar 

D. panelBox stretches if placed inside a panelStretchLayout center facet 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Which two options represent techniques that you would use together to deploy an ADF application? (Choose two.) 

A. Deploy an EAR file by using Enterpnse Manager. 
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B. Create an EAR deployment profile in JDeveloper. 

C. Deploy a WAR file by using Ant or ojdeploy. 

D. Create a JAR deployment profile for a shared library in JDeveloper. 

E. Deploy a WAR file by using Enterprise Manager 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 10

What is the purpose of applying a view criteria to a list accessor (that defines the data source of a list of values)?
(Choose the best answer.) 

A. it allows the data in the list to be filtered based on the view criteria. 

B. Defining a view criteria allows you to specify different Ul options for the list of values. 

C. it automatically gives end users a search panel from which they can filter the data in the list of values. 

D. it defines the order in which the data in the list appears. 

E. it automatically prevents excessively long lists of values by forcing the application of view criteria if the list of values
has more than a defined number of rows returned 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

The current page includes the following entries in its page definition file: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Programmatically, in a managed bean, you need to read the current EmployeesView\\'s email into a string. 

You write the following code to do this: 

DCBindingContainer be = (DCBindingContamer)BindingContext.getCurrent 

().getCurrentBindingsEntry(); 
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XXXXXX emailBinding =
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